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Abstract: For minimal surfaces in spheres there is a well known con- 
jecture about the quantization of curvature which has been solved only 
in special cases so far. In one of such special cases we weaken the mini- 
mality assumption. 
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1. Introduction 
In [3], Calabi considered minimal immersions of compact surfaces with constant Gauss 
curvature K into S"(1). He gave a complete list of all such immersions and proved that 
the set of possible values of K is discrete, namely K = K (s): 
K(s) = ——— N. 
s(s +1)’ ef 
This led to the so called (see [12]) 
Quantization Conjecture: Let (M,g) be a compact surface minimally immersed 
into S"(1); denote by K the curvature of the Riemannian metric g. If 
K(s+1)<K < K(s) 
for an s € N, then either K = K(s) or K = K(s +1), and the immersion is one of 
Calabi’s standard immersions. 
So far, this conjecture has been solved only in the cases s = 1 and s = 2 (see [6], [1], 
[5]); under additional assumptions there are many partial solutions (see e.g. [10], [9], [2], 
[11]). | 
In this paper, we drop the assumption on the minimality of the immersion and con- 
sider surfaces with variable mean curvature and Gauss curvature K in the interval 
1 
>< K <1. 3205
Recall that, for a minimal immersion as considered above, K = K (s) = 1 for s = 1 gives 
an equator in S°(1), while K = K(s) = 1/3 for s =2 gives a Veronese surface in $*(1) 
which can be described as in Example 1 below. 
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We use the following notation. Let x: M — S"(1) be a surface in an n-dimensional 
unit sphere S”(1). Let eg (3 < a@ < n) are local orthonormal normal vector fields of M in 
S"(1). If hZ, denotes the second fundamental form with respect to eg, S = |II|? denotes 
the square of the length of the second fundamental form, H denotes the mean curvature 
vector and H denotes the mean curvature of M, then we have 
WP =S=S>S (ney, H= \\ H%eg, H*= = oh, H=|H|. 
a ig a k 
Example 1 (see [4] or [6]). Veronese surface. Let (x,y,z) denote the canonical 
coordinate system in R? and u = (u1, ue, uz, ua, us) the canonical coordinates in R°. We 
consider the mapping defined by 
1 1 1 
= Y%, UW= 02, ug = —H=zry, 
V3? eB 3 3° 
‘U1 
1 2 2 1) 2 2 2 U4 = zw —y"), Up = sa +y* — 22%), i 3/3 | y*) 5 6 | Y ) 
where x? + y? + z? = 3. This defines an isometric immersion of S?(./3) into $4(1). Two 
points (x,y,z) and (—z,—y,—z) of S?(/3) are mapped into the same point of S4(1). 
This real projective plane imbedded in S$*(1) is called the Veronese surface. We know 
that the Veronese surface is a minimal surface in S*(1) (see [6]). We also note that |II|? 
and the Gauss curvature K of the Veronese surface satisfy 
4 1 
= K==, 1 
3 3 (1.1) 
For s = 1 and n = 4, the first result concerning the quantization of curvature was 
proved by B. Lawson [6]; for s = 1 and arbitrary n, the quantization result is the 
consequence of the following integral inequality for minimal immersions. 
JP = 
Theorem 1 (Benko-Kothe-Semmler-Simon [1] or Kozlowski-Simon [5]) Let M be a 
compact minimal surface with Gauss curvature K in an n-dimensional unit sphere S"(1). 
Then we have 
/ (1 — K)(3K —1)dv <0. (1.2) 
M 
In particular, if 
5<K<1, (1.3) 
then either K = 1 and M is totally geodesic, or K = 3 n= 4 and M its the Veronese 
surface given by Example 1. 
As already stated, we drop the minimality assumption and extend this quantization 
result as follows 
Proposition Let M be a compact surface in an n-dimensional unit sphere S"(1). If 
the Gauss curvature K and the mean curvature satisfy 
e<K<1, (1.4) 
and . 
|gradH|? < 4H?(2K — 1), (1.5)
then either K = 5) 7 = 4 and M is the Veronese surface given by Example 1, or K = 1 
and the components of the second fundamental form of M are given by 
‘1/2H 0 w= (4 x) 0)=( atu ie |, y= (1 _yie ) 
and 
0 0 = (3 ): B> 6, 
where H is the mean curvature function and e3 is the unit vector of H. 
Quantization Theorem. Let M be a compact surface in an n-dimensional unit 
sphere S"(1). If the Gauss curvature K and the mean curvature satisfy (1.4) and (1.5), 
then 
(i) either kK = ¥ n= 4 and M is the Veronese surface given by Example 1, 
(ii) or K =1 and |gradH|? = 4H*(2K —1); under additional assumptions, we obtain 
the following classification results: 
(11.1) If H =constant, then either n = 3, H = 0 and M is totally geodesic; orn = 5, 
H = /2 and M is a Veronese surface in S*(<z) in S°(1); 
(11.2) ifn <4, then M is totally geodesic in §°(1). 
Remark 1.1. (i) In the case of minimal surfaces, the Quantization Theorem reduces 
to Theorem 1. 
(ii) We would like to comment on the character of the condition (1.5). For hypersur- 
faces in Kuclidean space it is known that the mean curvature is the only genuine extrinsic 
curvature invariant (see e.g. the introduction of [13]), while the other elementary sym- 
metric curvature functions H,(r > 2) of the principal curvatures can be described (for 
odd order modulo sign) in terms of the metric. An analogous result is true for hypersur- 
faces in space forms of curvature K: the curvature function H, (r > 2) can be described 
in terms of the metric and K (for odd order modulo sign); the proof follows the lines of 
that of Theorem 5.3 in [8]. This fact explains the particular interest in the mean cur- 
vature and in relations between H as extrinsic and K as intrinsic curvature. For higher 
codimension, the mean curvature and |II|* are the most important extrinsic curvature 
invariants. Our inequality (1.5) relates intrinsic and extrinsic curvature. While it is 
trivially satisfied for minimal surfaces, for H 4 0 this inequality describes a quantitative 
control of the extrinsic mean curvature in terms of the intrinsic Gauss curvature K. 
(iii) In particular for minimal submanifolds, the invariant 5 = [IZ |? is used to describe 
the extrinsic curvature behaviour, and for minimal hypersurfaces in a sphere, there is 
another well known quantization conjecture about the behaviour of S (see [4]). The class 
of Willmore surfaces (we will recall the definition below) enlarges that of minimal surfaces 
in spheres. The following result is an analogue of our foregoing quantization result for 
surfaces which are not necessarily minimal; it was proved in [7]; here we give a new and 
shorter proof.
Theorem 2 (see Li [7]). Let M be a compact Willmore surface in an n-dimensional 
unit sphere S"(1). Then we have 
a 02(2 — zp?) dv < 0, (1.6) 







then either p? = 0 and M is totally umbilic in S3(1), or p? = $,n=4 and M is the 
Veronese surface given by Example 1. 
Remark 1.2 If the codimension equals one, then p? = |II|? — 2H? = 5 (ky — ke)? 
with k,,k2 as principal curvatures. The foregoing Theorem 2 is another ‘generalization 
of Theorem 1 to Willmore surfaces. We can reformulate (1.6) as inequality for H and K 
only, without ||grad#||; in this form the close relation to Theorem 1 is obvious. 
Corollary 1. Let M be a compact Willmore surface in S"(1). Then 
aC {(H? — K) + 1}{3(H? — K) —1}dv <0. (1.8) 
In particular, if 
<K-—H’ <1, (1.9) 
then either K —- H? =1 and M is totally umbilic in S3(1), or H =0, K = 5 and M is 
the Veronese surface in S*(1). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let x: M — S"(1) be a surface in an n-dimensional unit sphere. We choose an orthonor- 
mal basis €),---,é@, of S"(1) such that {e1,e2} are tangent to z(M) and {e3,:--,en} is 
a local frame in the normal bundle. Let {w1,w2} be the dual forms of {e;,e2}. We use 
the following convention on the ranges of indices: 
1<4,9,k,++* <2; 3 <a, B,y,°°: <n. 
Then we have the structure equations 
dg = S| wiei, (2.1) 
i 
e; = S_ wige; + So AR wea —~ Ghat, (2.2) 
j a,j 
deg = — So Af wie + S| wages, hy = hj. (2.3) 
a 3 
The Gauss equations are 
Riga = (Sind — 5idjn) + > (AG,hY — hGh%), (2.4) 
a
this implies 
Rix = bin +25) H°RG, — SO AENY, (2.5) 
a! a,j 
2K =2+4H? — |II\*; (2.6) 
as above, K is the Gauss curvature of M and § = |II|? = ayi,j (AS)? is the square of 
the norm of the second fundamental form. 
We consider the canonical embedding of S"(1) in R"*! and describe x(M) as surface 
in R"*! in terms of its position vector, again denoted by x. R”*t! is equipped with an 
Euclidean structure, defined by the canonical scalar product <,>: R°t! x R™+! + R. 
Then we have 
<2,e>=1, <t,0; >= 0, (2.9) 
Denote covariant derivatives of x by 2;, xij, Zijn, Zijkt and by A the Laplacian of the 
metric; then 
Liz = —bjju+ So hea, (2.10) 
a1 
Ag = -25 +2H, (2.11) 
<Az,Ar>=4+4H?, H?:=|H/?, (2.12) 
» < Liz, Lik >= Oig + S Gg lhakes (2.13) 
3 ao 
Ss” < jj, 2ij >= 2+ (IT |’. (2.14) 
i,j 
The vector valued Ricci identities for x read 
ijk — Ting = >, RGR, (2.15) 
1 
Ligkl — Lijtk = > Cj Rint + > tandtaint, (2.16) 
m m 
where 2;, Zi;, Fizz and jj, satisfy 
i 
SS) tijw; = dx;,+ So 2jwyi, (2.18) 
j j 
Do Pigkon = dag + S~ wy jeogs + S > DikWhej, (2.19) 
k k k 
do eign = daze + S~ xyjpuny + Yo Bikey + D> vigteny. (2.20) 
1
We have the following formula 
a Lijkk = (Az); f 2, LmjRmi + 2 Limm;j + teh ent) 
m m 
2.21 
+ Do omkRmigk + DO Lp Rujk + XO T1(Rujk)e- (2.21) 
mk Lk Lk 
By use of < 2;,2j~ >= 0, we have (c.f. [5]) 
2AD < £55, Liz > 
= F< Lijks Ligk > + ~< Lig (Az); >+2K >< Liz, Lig > 
i,j,k i,j 8d (2.22) 
+2 30 < 2ij,2m~Rmijrx > 
1,j,k,m ~ 
= 0 < wije, tigk > +[4K (\T)? — 2H?) — 4 —-2|17/7] +20 < 2, Hy >. 
1,J,k 4, 
We extend a construction procedure from [1] where we applied it to eigenfunctions of 
the Laplacian. 
Lemma 2.1 We construct a totally symmetric, trace-free vector valued tensor field 
by 
i+k 1-K 1» = ~ 
Wisk —= Lijk + a bij “f- a Sines + Oj~X;) —_ 5 (Hadi + Hy0 5x ++ Hix), (2.23) 
we have 
 < Wijk, Wijk >= Do < Lizz, Lijk > —3(1 — K)? - 3\grad |? | : 2.24 +(K+1)(K -3)+23-K)0 <A, >. aa) 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Lemma 2.2 Let x: M — S"(1) be a compact surface, then we have 
2 | S> < ai, Hy >= -4/ lgrad A? +4 f H2(K —2). (2.25) 
m M M 
Proof. We have the following calculation 
2 fd. < 2, Hi; > = —2 fur < tiyj, Hi > . 
—2 fur > < (Az); + K2;, H; > 
—2fud < —22;+ 2H; Ka,, Hi; > 
—4 Sip |grad |? — 2 fur < (K - 2), Hi > 
—4 fy lgrad |? +2 Jus do < [(K - 2)ei)i, H > 
—4 fy, |gradH|? + 2 fy, © < (K - 2)Az, H > 
= —4f,,|gradH|? +4 f,, H?(K — 2). 
| 
|
3. Proofs of the Proposition and the Quantization Theorem 
Proof of the Proposition Integrating (2.22), by use of (2.23) and (2.24) we have 
0 = Judi < Wisk, Wijk > — Sy lgrad |? 
+ fupl-2(3K — 1)(K — 1) + 4H2(2K ~ 1)]. (sid) 
In particular, if 
7<K<1, (3.2) 
and 
|gradHH|? < 4H?(2K — 1), (3.3) 
then we have from (3.1) either K = 1, or K = }. In these cases, we have from (3.1) 
—|gradH |? + 4H?(2K — 1) =0. (3.4) 
If K = 3, from (3.4) we have H = 0 and Wijn = 0. Calabi’s list of standard immersions 
gives n = 4, and M is the Veronese surface described in Example 1. 
To discuss the case K = 1, we use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 We have the following formulas 
Lijk = —Oij Lk — S hehe + So Ae peas (3.5) 
and 
A; = >, Hfea — S- he Ems (3.6) 
where AS and H% are defined by 
Deke = ANG + DT AE wei + Do hGwey + Do he weas (3.7) 
So H9u; = dH? + S> Hwa. (3.8) 
a B 
Proof. From dH = > Hyu,, (3.8) and 
dH = d()° H%eq) =) dH%eq +) H%deg = S~ Howieg —-S~ H°he,wiem 
we get (3.6). Putting (2.10) into (2.19), we get (3.5). 
We proceed with the proof of the Proposition. When K = 1, the vector valued 
equation 0 = Wize = xijn + bij Le — 5 (Hpbi; + Hjd;~ + Hjdix) is equivalent to 
a 1 Om 
ijk = 5( pig + AGO jn + AG5ix), (3.9) 
and 
1 
Dip hink = 5 2 A (hbmdig + indie + hSn dix). (3.10) 
Ou 
Contraction of (3.10) gives 
Do Hehe = |Al*5;;, (3.11) 
7
we conclude that M is pseudo-umbilical. Choosing e3||H, we have 
hi, = Hé;, H'=H, H®=0, B>4. (3.12) 
By use of (3.12), we have from (3.10) 
3 J 
D(hi i= Dts So) = 5, So (hfe)? = 5H; (3.13) 
a 
1 
So At A% = So AS h% = 0, Sat hg = 5H. (3.14) 
a Qa a 
Thus we can choose 
esl|H, eal] Shthea, —_es|| -(h%, — AB )Jea. (3.15) 
a a 
It is easy to check that then the components of the second fundamental form satisfy 
w=(4 a) at) = ( uae vie |, (3.16) 
(ne.) = (vipM _yinn } w= (9 ). B>6. (3.17) 
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
and 
Proof of the Quantization Theorem. From the Proposition, we only need to 
prove the statements (i7.1) and (77.2). 
By use of (3.16), we have 
Ay D(h; *)°) = (he, " +0 hg he a7,kk 
° = D(A}, ,)? +O he pp: (3.18) 
ik 
If H £0, we have the following formula (see Yau [16]) 
Do Pie es = 2A — sp DD ie) OD Ms (3.19) 
a if 933 a i 
which implies 
4D, kk = 2HAH — 5 -> (So AG OL hip): (3.20) 
2 A oe8 4 a 
Putting (3.20) into (3.18), by use of (3.9) and (3.16) we get 
0 = fy X34)? +2 Sy HAH — fy 2 Xo (HP?) 
oped (3.21) 
= JSyllVH?-2 0 (H%)’). 
aAv3,i 
(i7.1) When H =constant, from (3.21) we get 
AS =0, 1<i<2, 3<a<n. (3.22) 
?
Thus A is parallel in the normal bundle (see Yau [16]), and we have H = 0 or H = V2 
from (3.4) and (3.6). 
If K = 1 and H = 0, we know that n = 3 and M is totally geodesic; if K = 1 and 
H = »/2, M is a Veronese surface in S*(Zz) in $°(1) from Yau’s classification result of 
surfaces with parallel mean curvature vector (see [16]). 
(27.2) In case n < 4, from the proof of the foregoing proposition, we know H = 0 
when K = 1. Thus (77.2) follows from the Proposition. This completes the proof of the 
Quantization Theorem. 
4. Proof of Theorem 2 
Define _ 
h& = h& — H64;;, (4.1) 
Gop =D hank, (4.2) 
i,j 
p? = S(h&)? = |II|? — 2H”. (4.3) 
i,j 
By use of (2.6) and (4.3), (3.1) can be rewritten as 
0 = fy LU < Wijk, Wige > — Sry |gtad? 
+ file? (2 — $67) + 2H?p? + 2H*). 
From (3.6) and (4.2), we have 
jgradH|? = S“(H9)? + > H* Hyg + 2H!. (4.5) 
at 
We recall the following definition of Willmore surfaces 
Definition (see [15] or [7]) Let M be a surface in S"(1), M is called a Willmore 
surface if it satisfies 
A+H® + S° nS hin? —2H?H* =0, 3<a<n, (4.6)) 
Byt,j . 
where A+ is the Laplacian in the normal bundle of M. 
The following lemma can be found in Li [7] 
Lemma 4.1 (see Lemma 2.6 of [7]) Let 2: M -+ S"(1) be a compact Willmore surface 
in an n-dimensional unit sphere S"(1). Then 
[, Suny es [ y HHP Sag. (4.7) 
Thus, for a compact Willmore surface x: M — S"(1), from (4.4), (4.5) and (4.7) we 
have 
0 = Judi < Wizn, Wijk > + Sy 07(2 — 307) 
+ yp AE p? — HHP Gap) (4.8) 
2 Ju p?(2 ~ $0”),
where we used 
H*p” = ()-(H*%)’)(5_ Gg) > S> He HP Gag. (4.9) 
a B a,B 
In particular, if 
4 
0<p< 3? (4.10) 
then either p? = 0 and M is totally umbilic, or p= <. In the latter case, we have from 
(4.7) | 
Wijk =0, H?p? = S~ H* HP Sag. (4.11) 
a,B 
By use of (3.5), (3.6) and (2.23), we directly check that the tangent part Wir of Wijk 
is given 
_ S.. 1+K 5. 
_ 4.12 
+454 (bine; + 65424) + 5 (AR oii + henojk + himoik)H° Sm ( ) 
(4.12) implies 
2 he hey = oe “} 7 tate + a + Ojn0it) (4.13) 
Contraction of (4.13) gives 
Ens = HO; (4.14) 
From (4.14), we get 
>) HH Gog = >) HOH? (hehe, ~ 2H° HP) = 0. (4.15) 
B B 
(4.11) and (4.15) imply H = 0, thus n = 4, and M is the Veronese surface given by 
Example 1. 
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